
“I’ve experienced amazing opportunities to work 
closely with faculty members in multiple creative 
disciplines, allowing me to grow and learn in my 
own creative journey.”

Give a gift that will support the aspirations 
of future ONU students

The visual and performing arts have the power to uplift and transform 
people and societies. At Ohio Northern University, we seek to broaden 
the reach and impact that the arts have on our world. To this end, we 
offer exceptional arts programming and produce enlightened artists 
and leaders.

All students, regardless of major, are encouraged to pursue their 
creative passions at Ohio Northern. Here you’ll find engineering 
students performing with the orchestra, pharmacy students starring in 
theatre productions and business students singing in the choir. From 
music to dance, studio arts to theatre, we nurture talent in
all forms. 

Northern students who major or minor in the arts receive a conservatory-
style education. They grow their skills, confidence and professional 
networks through incredible learning opportunities both on and off 
campus. They’re mentored by caring professors who go above and 
beyond to help them obtain success in a competitive field. 

Attend any concert, theatre production or art exhibit at Ohio Northern 
University, and you’ll see the vitality of the arts on our campus. When 
you become an Angel for the Arts, you support the best of what we offer. 
You help us educate and shape the artists, performers and professionals 
who can change the world with their creativity and humanity.

MEGAN BELL
BFA ’21 STUDIO ARTS

“As a student in the College of Engineering, a majority of my 
classes are heavily logic- and reason-based. I enjoy playing 
in the ONU orchestra because it offers a creative outlet and 
enriches my educational experience by helping me become 
a more well-rounded student.”

 - Wyatt Fisher, computer science 
and statistics major

“The arts connect us to new ideas and perspectives about life, 
stimulate possibilities and dreams, evoke joy and sorrow, 
and link us to the past and present. We value and support 
the arts at Ohio Northern University because we believe it 
broadens a young person’s overall educational experience 
and opens their eyes to new possibilities.” 

- Barbara Winzenried,
Angel for the Arts donor

ANGEL FOR 

THE ARTS

LEARN. SERVE. DREAM. BELIEVE.



The visual and performing arts take center stage at 
Ohio Northern University, enriching the campus and 
our surrounding communities.

FOR MORE INFORMATION CONTACT:

Barbara A. Meek, BA ’90
Director of Development for
the Getty College of Arts & Sciences
b-meek@onu.edu
419-772-1943

BE A PART OF 
SOMETHING BIGGER
By becoming an Angel for the Arts, you will help to fund:

YOUR SUPPORT 
MOVES US
FORWARD

BECOME AN ANGEL FOR THE ARTS

PRODUCTIONS, PERFORMANCES & EXHIBITS
Annually we showcase more than 10 choral and instrumental 
concerts, 4-6 professional and student juried art exhibits, and 
6 fully-produced theatre productions, including the amazing 
ONU Holiday Spectacular.

GUESTS ARTISTS & MASTER CLASSES
We bring established industry professionals – directors, 
choreographers, musicians, designers, stage managers, visual 
artists, playwrights and Tony Award-winning actors – to campus 
every year to conduct master classes and mentor our students.

EQUIPMENT & FACILITIES
From pottery wheels to sound equipment, musical instruments 
to costumes, we provide Northern students with top-notch 
equipment and facilities so that they can learn at a high level.

STUDENT TRAVEL & PROFESSIONAL 
OPPORTUNITIES
Our arts education extends beyond the borders of campus. 
From industry conferences to study abroad, internships to 
theatre showcases, we offer regional and national opportunities 
for our students to expand their horizons. Through these 
experiences, students refine their craft, build their resume, and 
obtain invaluable insights on culture and diversity.

Visit onu.edu/angel-for-the-arts


